
SAM focus
Helping insurers understand and manage change

Since the end of 2012,
when it became
apparent that the
implementation of
Solvency II will be
delayed past its
planned 1 January 2014
date, there have been
growing concerns and
different views across
the South African
insurance industry
about how SAM would
be impacted.
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_________________

Stakeholders’ main concerns,
which are mostly unrelated to the
Solvency II delays, include:
uncertainty in key areas of the
SAM framework; important
decisions in various technical
areas which need to be made to
provide more clarity for the third
Quantitative Impact Study (SA
QIS 3); insufficient time to
incorporate the results of the
Economic Impact Study; more
clarity on the reporting
requirements and slow progress
with the tax basis.

SAM 2013 update

1. Following consultation with
the SAM Steering Committee
and key stakeholders, the FSB
has adjusted the SAM
timelines in response to
stakeholders’ comments. The
effective date for SAM
implementation will now be
1 January 2016.

2. The FSB indicated that the
main change in dates relates
to implementation timelines

rather than the SAM
development timelines.

3. A key component of the FSB’s
recent SAM update includes
more detail on, the SAM
parallel run, which will now
consist of two phases to
enable insurers to meet the
SAM requirements.

4. The “light” phase of the
parallel run will be conducted
in the second half of 2014 and
will mainly be based on the
QIS templates with some
simplified specifications. The
“comprehensive” phase will
comprise the completion of a
full set of quantitative
reporting templates and a
”Mock-ORSA” that both need
to be conducted during 2015.

Pillar 2 readiness
survey

5. In light of these
developments, the outcome of
the FSB’s recent Pillar 2
Readiness Survey of South
African Insurers is well timed.

6. The initial results of the
survey were shared with the
industry during November
2012 and the FSB’s final
report is expected to be
released in April 2013.

7. Elements of Pillar 2 that are
currently being developed as
part of the SAM regime
include risk management,
governance and control,
ORSA and stress testing.

8. The initial results from
insurers’ self-assessment of
the FSB’s Pillar 2 Readiness
Survey indicate that more
than 3o% of insurers consider
their ORSA readiness to be
weak.

9. As has been the experience in
Europe, the integration of
strategic objectives, risk
appetite and control functions
into the ORSA process

remains challenging. It is
therefore important that
insurers focus on their ORSA
developments in order to
complete the “Mock-ORSA”
exercise during the
comprehensive parallel run in
2015.

10. With respect to the other
elements surveyed, more than
30% of insurers recognise
that their Pillar 2 activities
need improvement and
between 40% and 50%
believe their activities are at
acceptable levels, albeit
having a significant impact on
business.

11. The FSB has indicated that a
follow up exercise will be
considered towards the end of
2013 and beginning of 2014,
specifically in areas where
deficiencies have been
highlighted.

Benefits and
challenges of SAM

12. SAM will undoubtedly result
in significant changes and
challenges for insurers, but it
should be a regime that
results, to a large extent, in
better capturing and
management of risk resulting
in insurers not holding more
capital than they should.

13. The primary purpose of the
SAM regime is the protection
of policyholders, which will be
achieved through developing
a risk-based approach to
supervision; aligning insurers’
capital requirements with
their underlying risks and
providing insurers with
incentives to adopt more
sophisticated risk
management processes.
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14. While industry leaders
acknowledge the need for
enhanced regulation and
compliance to support a
healthy and trusted industry,
this comes at a cost. There are
grave concerns that the
increasing complexity and the
volume of new regulations to
be implemented in a relatively
short space of time will be
costly and will make it more
difficult to do business.

15. Regulatory change is,
however, going to be part of
doing business in the future.
Although regulatory changes
will firstly be about ensuring
compliance with the new
regulation, it is important to
look beyond compliance and
understand how the various
regulatory developments will
impact strategy, product
design, cost and the
organisational structure.

Pillar 1
16. Insurers that have a clear

understanding of the SAM
capital requirements will
benefit by identifying the risk
and value drivers as well as
higher return activities.

17. This capital calculation is not
only about the risk charges
for each category of insurance
and investment risk; insurers
also have to consider the
correlations. A well-
diversified and managed
business will in all likelihood
result in lower capital
requirements.

18. There are concerns about the
complexity of the standard
model, which may not be
suitable for all insurers.
Insurers, however, have the
option to apply for an internal
or partial internal model to
adapt to their specific risk
profile.

19. Although going through the
process of obtaining approval
for an internal or partial
model is burdensome in the
short-term, there will
potentially be long-term

benefits for a number of
insurers. These may include
embedding risk and capital
management in the
organisation (through the ‘use
test’) and better reflecting the
specific risk profile and the
nature of the business, which
may ultimately result in lower
regulatory capital
requirements.

Pillar 2
20.The board and management

are responsible for ensuring
that the business is prudently
managed. This will require
increased rigour in decision
making, governance and a
deeper understanding of risks
and how these impact the
business. The board will need
to take ownership of these
issues and demonstrate clear
allocation of roles and
responsibilities between
them.

21. Many insurers have a number
of processes in place to
identity and assess risk and
capital as well as to make
decisions based on risk and
capital information.
Embedding these processes in
the organisation, measuring
the outcome and reporting on
a continuous basis remains
challenging.

22.The ORSA requires an insurer
to bring this all together, to
increase transparency and to
demonstrate management’s
own view of its risk profile
and capital needs.

23. Forward-looking information
will be needed to assess the
sustainability and
vulnerability of an insurer’s
business model. Stress testing
and sensitivity analysis will
form an important part of the
way insurers use forward-
looking information to assess
the risks and threats they
face.

Pillar 3

24.The qualitative and
quantitative disclosure
requirements under SAM will
be extensive and are likely to

include disclosure on the
nature of the insurer’s
business, objectives,
strategies and performance;
governance structures,
responsibilities of the board,
senior management and key
committees; risk profile and
risk management approach
for each category of risk;
valuation bases for assets and
liabilities.

25. Given the significant amount
of quantitative information
insurers need to report on,
they will need to have a
comprehensive
understanding of the
reporting requirements and
the impact of collecting and
collating information.

26.One of the main challenges
facing insurers will be
producing reliable
information in the required
timeframes.

27. The need for automation,
including more effective
technology solutions and
increased controls will be
essential.

28.In order to meet the reporting
demands, it is vital for
insurers to streamline the
reporting process, which
includes effective integration
and co-operation between
finance, risk and actuarial
teams.

29.Given that the detail and
timelines for the Pillar 3 data
required are going to be more
than just a straightforward
request for information, it
will be essential to develop
effective partnerships with
third parties such as asset
managers, underwriting
agencies and brokers.

30.Insurers will benefit if they
regard the reporting and
disclosure requirements not
merely as a compliance
exercise, but integrate Pillar 3
reporting into the wider
demands of management
information, ORSA reporting
and financial reporting.
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What should you do?

31. In order to make the most of
the extended SAM
implementation timelines it is
important for South African
insurers to heed to the
lessons learnt in Europe,
especially those relating to
dealing with uncertainty and
changing requirements.

32. As with any large
transformation programme,
wrong decisions taken due to
uncertain and changing
requirements can result in
significant over-spend. Key
lessons to be learnt from
European insurers include:

 Prioritise and focus on the
areas of certainty which
will need to be addressed
regardless of the specific
details of the final SAM
regulations.

 Plan activities to focus on
the biggest existing gaps,
taking cognisance of the
“light” parallel run in 2014
and the “comprehensive”
parallel run in 2015.

 Ensure a view exists of the
end state in a post SAM
environment. This will
help to develop sustainable
actuarial, risk and
reporting solutions.

 Decide which parts of the
SAM programme can be
transferred to Business-
as-Usual at an early stage
and involve business
resources in ‘cycles of
experience’ by taking these
resources out of their day-
to-day activities for brief
periods of time for parallel
run activities.

 Know when the SAM
programme will and
should end – but have a
plan in place to deal with
the areas not addressed by
the programme in either
project or Business-as-
Usual mode.

33. The SAM development
timelines have not changed
significantly; however,

insurers still have the
opportunity to influence the
debate around the final SAM
requirements, through the
FSB’s SAM structures and
industry comments.

34.With the extended SAM
implementation date to 2016
it is critical that insurers
should not lose momentum in
the implementation of their
SAM programmes. This is
crucial as insurers are already
stretched by a number of
issues including dealing with
process, organisational, data,
complexities and technology.

35. There will be greater
demands on meeting
deadlines and reporting
timeframes given the
compulsory SA QIS 3 exercise
from October 2013 to March
2014 and the two parallel
runs in 2014 and 2015, while
at the same time complying
with the existing regulatory
requirements.

Realising value from
your SAM programme

36.Apart from meeting the
regulatory requirements,
insurers should start realising
value from the investments in
their SAM programmes,
which includes:

 Moving towards more risk
based pricing and product
design.

 Risk adjusted performance
assessment and
management.

 Improved capital
allocation driven by
portfolio and performance
considerations.

 Assessing the impact of
Insurance Groups and
proactive decision making
on optimal group
structures.

 Formulating an approach
to deal with cross border
insurance business,
especially where there are
no equivalent solvency
regimes.

 Developing a clear
understanding of the key
risk and capital levels and
risk ownership across the
business.

 Training Business-as-
Usual staff who have not
been involved in the SAM
programme.

 Improved documentation,
validation and use of
models.

 Improving overall
reporting processes and
systems and moving
towards integrating the
proposed SAM reporting
demands into the wider
financial and management
reporting process.

37. Insurers that have made
considerable progress with
their SAM programmes will
be in a favourable position to
meet these demanding
requirements and a smoother
transition as part of their
Business-as-Usual process.

If you wish to discuss how we can help

you, please call your regular contact or

alternatively:

Mark Claassen

mark.claassen@za.pwc.com

021 529 2521

Pieter Crafford

pieter.crafford@za.pwc.com

082 855 8927

Francois Kruger

francois.kruger@za.pwc.com

011 797 4717

PwC SAM focus newsletters

The following link provides access

to a range of thought leadership

pieces produced on SAM.

http://www.pwc.com/za/en/public

ations/sam-focus.jhtml

Additional information is available

in our FS Journal on

http://www.pwc.co.za/en/publicati

ons/financial-services-

journal.jhtml


